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THE SECRET SERVICE AND CE 399 by Vincent Michael Palamara The following is a compendium of all the 

anomolies pertaining to what I like to refer to as the "legitimacy"of CE399, including the Secret Service's 

handling of it: [in no particular order] 1) CE2011-O.P. Wright, Darrel Tomlinson, Chief James J.Rowley, and SA 

Richard Johnsen could NOT identify CE399 as thebullet they all allegedly handled on 11/22/63("over-the-

counter" references: "JFK-Conspiracy of Silence", p. 133;"Crossfire", p. 365; "Reasonable Doubt", p. 70); 2) 

24H412-Although two FBI agents (Todd and Frazier)initialed the bullet they received from the Secret Service, 

Johnsen andRowley did NOT, breaking the legal chain of custody; 3) CD7-Although the bullet was "officially" 

found on astretcher in a corridor of Parkland Hospital, the FBI(Sibert andO'Neil) reported that it was found in 

the emergency room!; 4) a)Sibert and O'Neil interview of SAIC Jerry Behn, 11/27/63-the same FBI agents 

bypassed Johnsen and spokeinstead to Behn(not even IN Dallas) about "the location of abullet which had been 

found on a stretcher at Parkland"; 4) b) RIF#180-10104-10481:HSCA interview of SAIC Behn- Incredibly, Behn 

"stated that he was in the chain ofcustody of CE 399-Behn received the bullet from Johnsen, then turnedit over 

to the FBI" [WHAT ABOUT ROWLEY?]; 5) Price Exhibits, Warren Commission Volume XXI - O.P.Wright, the man 

who allegedly gave the bullet to Johnsen atParkland, does not even MENTION this very important find at all 

inhis report(?!); 6) Darrel Tomlinson, O.P. Wright, Nathan Pool-alldescribed a DIFFERENT bullet than 

CE399(pointed, hunting-type)["SixSeconds in Dallas"; "High Treason", p. 102; HSCAdocument-interview with 

Nathan Pool, 1/10/77; etc.]. According to research doneby Josiah Thompson, the bullet was found on a 

stretcher used by ayoung boy named Ronny Fuller!; 7) LBJ Library document-Memorandum to File-According 

toChief James J. Rowley, CE399 "was found amongst the clothes onone of the stretchers." If that wasn't 

enough, GovernorConnally stated in his autobiography called "In History'sShadow"," But the most curious 

discovery of all took place when theyrolled me off the stretcher, and onto the examining table. A metalobject 

fell onto the floor, with a click no louder than awedding band. The nurse picked it up and slipped it into her 

pocket. Itwas the BULLET FROM MY BODY, the one that passed through myback, chest, and wrist, and worked 

itself loose from my thigh" (emphasis added-p.18; "The Investigator" Feb-May 1994). Corroborating Connally's 

memory, from the 11/21/93 DallasMorning News interview with Henry Wade:" I also went out to see Connally, 

but he was in the operating room(note the timeframe). Some nurse had a bullet in her hand, and said this was 

onthe gurney that Connally was on...I told her to give it tothe police, which she said she would. I assume that's 

the pristinebullet" ("The Investigator" Feb-May 1994). Finally, Gary Shaw (inthe 11/22/93 "Dateline: Dallas" 

issue) came across thispassage from the Warren Commission testimony of Parkland nurseJeanette Standridge: 
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